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Abstract 

                   The synthesis of a posh compound requires a synthetic analysis and 

planning; the foremost efficient method consists within the retrosynthetic analysis 

which is predicated on proper disconnections that virtually generate smaller fragments 

that are successively disconnected till commercially available compounds are reached. 

Each reaction within the synthetic scheme must affect only the specified functional group 

leaving intact the others, which therefore must be protected. The protection-deprotection 

strategy is of fundamental importance during a synthetic plan. Stereoselectivity is 

additionally fundamental within the synthetic strategy, as most target molecules are 

chiral. Different approaches are developed to perform stereoselective syntheses: chiral 

substrates of natural origin (the chiral pool) are used as starting materials; chiral 

auxiliaries or chiral catalysts are exploited to induce stereoselectivity; the chiral 

resolution of a stereoisomeric mixture has also been performed. so as to simplify and 

fasten the synthetic procedures, a solid phase approach has been developed.  a part 

of what distinguishes us from bacteria is that the proteins in our bodies are decorated 

with elaborate arrays of sugars. Protein glycosylation — the attachment of sugars to the 

amino-acid building-blocks of proteins — plays an important role in such diverse 

processes as folding , cell–cell communication and viral invasion of cells. 

Yet it's conspicuously absent in many simple, unicellular organisms. Understanding the 

roles of those sugars and the way their complex, disparate structures modulate the 

activities of proteins has been a longstanding challenge. Reporting within the Journal of 

the American Chemical Society1, Brik and colleagues bring us a step closer to the 

present goal by devising an ingenious strategy for generating glycopeptides short 

sequences of amino acids with sugars attached — which will at some point permit the 

tailored synthesis of glycoproteins. 
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Introduction 

 

Definition 

                        Together smaller, easily accessible compounds. This art features 

a relatively recent story. Among the very first samples of organic synthesis we 

will mention the synthesis of urea performed by Wöhler in 1828 which of ethanoic 

acid performed by Kolbe in 1845. From around 1900, an excellent number of synthetic 

efforts are made, and more complex structures like camphor or the complex structure of 

haemin are produced (Figure 1). 

 

                     

                             Examples of natural products synthesized in ancient times 

 
 

                                                                           Figure-1 

 

 

                          Glycopeptide synthesis. a, Native chemical ligation may be a well-

established method for preparing peptides. A reactive sulphur atom (red) on the side-

chain of a cysteine aminoalkanoic acid attacks another peptide (where R is usually a 

phenyl ring), producing a thioester intermediate that spontaneously rearranges to  yield 

a peptide linkage . b, Brik et al.1 have modified this method to 

organize glycopeptides, during which sugars are attached to peptide chains. A reactive 

sulphur atom (red) attached to an appended sugar (green) acts as a surrogate for the 

cysteine side-chain. Peptide bonds can thus be formed between a greater sort of amino 

acids. R1 represents an amino-acid side-chain.  
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Figure-2

 
 

                                                                        Figure-2 

 

 Content 

                        Synthetic organic chemists have reached a high level of specialization, 

and nowadays extremely complicated and attractive compounds of natural 

origin, like palytoxin or taxol (Figure 3), just to form a few of 

examples, are synthesized. the event of complex multistep syntheses not only does make 

accessible a variety of biologically active compounds, but also allows the invention of 

latest reagents or reaction strategies (activation, protection, deprotection, stereo control, 

see below). As a matter of fact, despite it's possible that, given time and expertise, any 

even very complex organic compound might be synthesized during a small scale, the 

time and therefore the cost required for the synthesis of very complex structures 

render the method unpractical for commercial purposes. Therefore there's an increasing 

effort in training to simplify and ―automate‖ the maximum amount as possible the 

synthetic processes. especially the solid phase methodology shortens the tedious and 

time consuming work-up procedures required at each synthetic step. 
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Two Complex Synthetic targets that have been synthesized: palytoxin and taxol 

 
 

                                                                Figure 3 

 

Method Oriented Synthesis 

                                      The methods oriented synthesis is dedicated to the event of 

latest reagents, new catalysts, new reaction and work-up procedures, generally to any 

innovation which will improve a synthetic procedure. Particular attention is dedicated 

to the yields, the stereochemical outcome, the atomic economy of the reactions (in terms 

of atoms of the reagents that aren't inserted within the products, and thus lost), and more 

generally to the environmental impact of the method . so as to enhance the synthetic 

methods (and to point out their ability) synthetic chemists have chosen fairly often quite 

complex synthetic targets like palytoxin and taxol (Figure 3). Despite the synthesis of 

those targets would require several years and can never be industrially applicable, the 

efforts to unravel the synthetic problems encountered during the synthesis are an 

incredible ―practice field‖ for the methodological innovation. Synthetic  chemistry also 

concerns polymerization processes, which are treated in Polymer Chemistry and 

Environmentally Degradable Polymers, and structural modifications which require  just 

one reaction, which may be deduced from the subject dedicated to the organic chemical 
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reactions (see Organic Chemical Reactions). this subject is especially dedicated to multi-

step syntheses of complex molecular architectures. during this context, two main 

categories must be considered: 

(a) syntheses that need the reiterative junction of bifunctional 

monomers, like aminoacids, carbohydrates and nucleotides  

 

(b) syntheses that need the development of a posh skeleton made mainly by atom In both 

cases a synthetic strategy is required. 

 

Retrosynthetic Analysis 

                                                   The concept of retrosynthetic analysis has been developed 

by E. J. Corey who received for this reason the Nobel prize in chemistry in 1990. In 

Corey‘s words ―Retrosynthetic (or antithetic) analysis may be a problem solving 

technique for transforming the structure of a synthetic target (TGT) molecule to a 

sequence of progressively simpler structures along a pathway which ultimately results 

in simple or commercially available starting materials for a chemical synthesis‖. The 

retrosynthetic analysis is predicated on a sequence of disconnections. Each 

disconnection may be a process during which a molecule is fragmented into two pieces 

that within the mind of the synthetic organic chemist can generate the molecule under 

examination by known reactions. to form an easy example, Figure 4 shows the possible 

disconnections of an easy target molecule. The cleavage of the linkage between 

the atom bearing the oxygen and therefore the ethyl (a) or the methyl (b) group makes 

two possible disconnections. The carbon atom bearing a hydroxyl group are 

often generated from a carbonyl function (electrophile), by reaction with a carbanion 

(nucleophile). In Figure 4 the electrophile is that the carbonyl group of acetone 

(disconnection a) or propanone (disconnection b) and therefore the nucleophile an 

organometallic reagent like ethyl magnesium bromide (disconnection a) or methyl 

lithium (disconnection b). The carbanion is defined synthon whereas the organometallic 

reagent from which it's generated is defined synthetic equivalent. 

 

          The retrosynthetic analysis: a simple disconnection that presents two possibilities. 

 

 
 

                                                                     Figure 4 
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Often, the target molecule is made by a skeleton made not only by carbon atoms, but also 

involving some heteroatoms. The heteroatom represents and/or is a component of 

functional groups. The carbon-heteroatom bonds of the functional group are ideal 

position for a disconnection. to form an example, esters and lactones, or amides and 

lactams, are often easily disconnected into the fragments which will generate those 

bonds, one containing the carboxylic group and therefore the other containing the 

hydroxyl or the amino group. The presence of functional group within the skeleton of a 

target molecule will direct the selection of the disconnection (Figure 5) 

 

Disconnection of a molecule containing an amidic bond. 

 
                                                                          Figure 5 

 

 

In the example reported in Figure 5 the amide is generated from benzoic acid and a secondary 

amine, which in turn can be obtained by Michael addition to an α,β- unsaturated ester. In both 

cases, a carbon-heteroatom linkage is involved. 

 

A sweet synthesis 

                               This receptor, Gr21a, was shown to be expressed only in CO2-

sensitive neurons. This suggested that Gr21a could be involved in CO2 sensation. 

However, Gr21a alone was insufficient to confer sensitivity to CO2 when it had 

been expressed in other neurons, implying that an important think about the method was 

still missing. Jones et al. reasoned that the missing partner may additionally be almost 

like gustatory receptors. they found that one such gene, Gr63a, is indeed expressed with 

Gr21a in CO2-sensitive neurons. Moreover, when these two genes were expressed 

together in another antennal neuron (a conventional olfactory neuron), they conferred 

robust responses to CO2 thereon cell. However, neither gene alone was sufficient to 

supply CO2 sensitivity. Next, the authors genetically engineered flies that lacked the 

Gr63a gene. In these ‗knockout‘ flies, the neurons that normally  answer CO2 were 

completely unresponsive. And whereas fruitflies normally avoid CO2, the knockout flies 

were indifferent to the present odour. This state of affairs was reversed by adding back a 

Gr63a gene to the knockout flies, demonstrating that loss of this gene was indeed liable 

for the sensory deficit. Together, these results demonstrate that both Gr21a and Gr63a 

are required for CO2 perception in Drosophila. the only scenario is that the 2 receptors 

form a posh that binds to CO2. it's possible, however, that other molecules also 

are required. If so, these components must be present in conventional olfactory neurons, 

because Gr21a and Gr63a were together sufficient to confer CO2 sensitivity when 

expressed in an arbitrary olfactory neuron elsewhere within the antenna. Another open 
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question is whether or not this putative receptor complex actually binds to CO2. In 

vertebrates, elevation of CO2 excites neurons that modulate breathing rhythms, 

increasing respiration and helping to clear CO2 from the blood. This response isn't , 

however, mediated by an immediate action of CO2. Instead, the neurons involved are 

activated by changes in pH that are secondary to CO2 elevation. an 

identical process could be occurring within the Drosophila antenna. If the receptor 

complex does bind to CO2 directly, it'll be interesting to get what this binding site seems 

like . Many cellular responses to gases are mediated by metalloproteins, suggesting that 

a metal cofactor may need a task during this complex. Understanding how this receptor 

complex interacts with CO2 should also shed light on the weird response properties of 

CO2-sensitive neurons in insects. Compared with conventional olfactory neurons, these 

neurons are unusually insensitive to the speed of air flow round the antenna. They signal 

concentration steps independently of background CO2 levels, and answer CO2 

increases and reduces during a remarkably symmetric way. Their concentration– 

response function is additionally nearly linear at concentrations near the 

standard ambient level of CO2. Considered as tiny chemical sensors, these neurons are 

wonders of natural engineering. Finally, the discoveries reported by Jones et al. have the 

potential to contribute to disease prevention. the foremost dangerous animals on Earth 

are actually mosquitoes — mosquito-borne diseases cause quite 1,000,000 deaths 

annually round the world. And like other blood-sucking insects, mosquitoes use CO2 to 

locate their hosts. Jones et al. show that the mosquito relatives of Gr21a and Gr63a are 

co-expressed within the mosquito maxillary palp, a structure known to be the locus of 

CO2 sensation in these insects. If this molecular insight permits the planning of novel 

mosquito deterrents, it could have a serious impact on global health. 
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